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Hallmark Wants Your Mystery Story by Eona Calli

H

allmark, a recent addition on the
mystery publishing scene, is eagerly searching for cozies / female amateur sleuth traditional mysteries. They
haven’t found any suitable manuscripts
yet! Interested? Read on for information about what they’re looking for in
a Hallmark mystery, their submission
procedures, author support, and contracts.
Some background
The director of the new division, Stacey
Donovan, has been working at Hallmark for about 20 years. Writing under
a pseudonym, she’s published two
romances traditionally and continues to
do so as an indie author. Recently, one
of her stories was made into a Hallmark movie (Christmas at Evergreen).
Those writing experiences led her to
pitch the idea for a fiction branch at
Hallmark’s Crown Media Productions.

ple. Alternatively, you can mention an
interest in this option in your query, as
part of your submission package.
Agents can also approach Stacey on
behalf of clients.
Hallmark plans on moving eventually
into print (their customers are requesting hard copies), but current projected
releases are exclusively e-book format.
They’re sold on Amazon, iTunes, Kobo,
and Barnes & Noble. It’s worth noting
that Hallmark currently has three times
the number of stores than Barnes &
Noble, although distribution plans for
printed fiction books are still in development.
Content requirements
Stacey notes that many mystery manuscript submissions have not conformed
to Hallmark’s standards. What does
Hallmark expect in a mystery or, more
to the point, what would a Hallmark customer anticipate reading?

Over the years, Hallmark has expanded to three channels and a streaming
First of all, Stacey is looking for cozies
service. Demand is growing for more
One of Hallmark’s newest mystery series.
(female protagonists) or amateur female
stories to make into content programsleuth traditional mysteries. The website
ming. Having their own publishing arm
indicates manuscript lengths of 65,000
would allow Hallmark to better source original material to be
to 85,000 words. Stacey says 65,000 to 75,000 is probably the
turned into movies, according to Stacey. It also eliminates option
sweet spot for mysteries. She wants series pitched, although you
payments to other publishers (Hallmark authors will still get option
can submit a stand-alone. Use either first or third person points of
money, however; see below).
view.
In other words, Hallmark is looking for books that have smallStacey suggests watching a couple of Hallmark movies, if you
screen potential. Not all books will end up as a television movie,
haven’t done so in the past. This gives you a sense of what Hallbut that’s the impetus for the publishing division at this juncture,
mark consumers expect: fun, positive, and uplifting stories. There
as well as the company’s desire to expand their feel-good storymust be a happy ending. It doesn’t have to be comedic—warm is
telling into more spaces.
fine, but keep it lighthearted.
Book publication isn’t a new venture for Hallmark. They’re already
Continued on next page
selling their books (children’s, gift, inspirational) through their Gold
Crown stores, and the financial rewards of this enterprise was an
Eona Calli fell in love with village life
additional motivation to get involved in publishing fiction.
on childhood visits to Greece. A docStacey has been developing this publishing branch since Februtorate eventually followed with a speary 2017. A soft launch of the division took place July 27, 2017,
cialization in (you guessed it!) villages.
and the first e-books emerged in October of 2017.
A history professor for 14 years, she’s
now a full-time mystery writer. As she
These publications were novelizations of Hallmark romance movpitches her first edgy cozy series,
ies, which Hallmark calls “companion novels.” Authors were mainshe’s working away on a second one.
ly hired by word-of-mouth, and paid a flat negotiated rate
You can find her book-related Greek
(Hallmark owns the copyright from the start on stories based on
(ish) recipes at http://eonacalli.com.
their movies). They will continue to publish companion novels.
Like to work for Hallmark in this capacity? You can submit a query
to Stacey, outlining your experience and providing a writing sam-
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Hallmark, continued
What to include
How much romance does Hallmark want in their mysteries? Just a
small amount is okay, or a subplot with a stronger love element on
a slow burn through a series also works. Attraction should be
based on the couple’s characters (who they are) rather than their
looks.

Hallmark Requirements
See Hallmark’s website and Manuscript Wish List for a detailed list of requirements, although these mainly focus on
romance. Keep in mind mysteries must conform to many of
the same elements expected in love stories.

Just be sure to keep the romance sweet, writers! No sex, including closed door. Hugging and kissing is okay.
Submission procedure
Heroines should be between the ages of 25 and 45. Avoid tortured heroes and alpha males (if that translates into jerks) as their Self-submitting? Do so through the Hallmark website. You need to
romantic interests.
include a query and synopsis along with the complete manuscript.
They welcome diversity. What does this mean? This includes and
is not limited to characters from a variety of different ethnic backgrounds, interracial romance, and gay or lesbian characters. But
be sure to conform to the Hallmark content parameters with these
characters, as you would with others. For instance, don’t mention
social conflicts around these areas as a
plot device. Keep it lighthearted.
Hallmark loves rescue pets—it’s their big
cause. You don’t have to include a pet in
your mystery, but if you do, don’t place
any animal in peril. And naughty isn’t nice
at Hallmark: your rescue pet shouldn’t
misbehave. Hallmark doesn’t want to
deter adoptions, and who wouldn’t agree
with that philosophy?
Be aware that Hallmark has partnered
with the Food Channel. The plan is for
Food Channel to produce one original
recipe per fiction book that ties in thematically with the story. Write culinary cozies?
You’ve got an edge!
Here’s a few more essential must-dos
and don’ts:

In your one-page query, be sure to mention whether this book is
planned as the first in a series or a stand-alone. You can also
submit a query for a self-published book. In the double-spaced
three- to four-pages synopsis, add a few lines about the second
book in a series, if you have some ideas about its plot. Write this
synopsis carefully: it’s read at every vetting stage. You’ll also need to upload your
manuscript in Word.
Hallmark held their first Twitter pitch in
December 2017, and was delighted with
the number and quality of submissions.
Editors are still sorting through last
month’s tweets, and won’t hold another
Twitter pitch until these are all read. The
main advantage to authors here is a faster turnaround time on submissions.
The turnaround time for unsolicited submissions via the website is about six to
seven weeks. Your package is vetted first
by one of the editors. Thumbs up? Then it
goes to Stacey, who decides which ones
can go through to the final vetting stage.

Stacey then consults with Hallmark’s programming department. They read over
Please keep it clean with no profanithe synopsis and discuss whether the plot
Photo courtesy of Stacey Donovan
ty, violence, suicide, prostitution,
makes sense and whether it fits with the
infidelity, out-of-wedlock pregnancy,
Stacey Donovan with two of her three
Hallmark brand. There’s also a prelimidrug addiction, abuse, and so forth.
rescue dogs, Moxie and Pippin.
nary conversation about the book’s viability as a good movie/series. Just to reiterHallmark
loves
rescue
pets.
Remember, a Hallmark reader is
ate: not all books will be made into movexpecting a book that reflects what
ies, but they want to be sure the books
they’d see on any one of the Hallmark channels.
have the same vibe as the movies so they don’t dilute the Hallmark brand.
Light religious elements are fine, but no heavy redemption
arcs.
Have an agent? The procedure is different. Your representative
will submit up to three one-paragraph book proposals on your
Stay away from paranormal elements, excluding time travel
behalf, along with a brief description of your prior experience and
and a bit of magic (think Good Witch).
other relevant indicators of success. This material should go to
Finally, Hallmark Publishing is only interested in book manu- Stacey. If she’s interested, a couple of rounds of tweaks to the
proposal may result in a publishing contract.
scripts, and doesn’t want to see short stories, screen plays,
and film proposals.
Continued on next page
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Hallmark, continued
Author support and contracts
Hallmark offers a good amount of editing assistance: two rounds
of story and line editing, and then proofreading.
Hallmark’s marketing division is large, well-developed, and raring
to publicize its new books. They’ve done so with the companion
books on their television channels, Home & Family morning show,
newsletter, website, as well as Facebook and other social media
outlets.

Regardless of contract type (royalty or lump sum), if the book is
being turned into a movie, the author will receive the current option payment of $15,000.
If you have the fictional goods, and Hallmark sounds like a suitable publication vehicle for you, then, quoting Stacey Donovan,
“Better brave [in life] than sorry.” Go for it and the best of luck!
You can follow Hallmark on Twitter and Facebook for any future
#hallmarkpitch announcements and special calls for submissions.

What does Hallmark expect from their mystery authors in terms of
***
marketing? You should have a website to support the book. You
might be asked to publicize it by making the accompanying recipe Sharon St. George maintains a Guppy list of publishing houses
on one of their shows. Book tours to their Hallmark’s Gold Crown that accept unagented manuscript submissions. For access to the
stores could be part of the deal.
list, visit https://sites.google.com/site/smpubs. If you know of publishers that should be added to the list, email Sharon at
Contractual payments can be made either for royalties or a lump
sum for the entire book (Hallmark then owns the copyright). As is sharonstgeorge42@gmail.com.
standard with e-presses, there are no cash advances on royalties.

Dana Cameron: From Books to Hallmark Movies by Eona Calli

H

allmark recently began televising
award-winning SinC member Dana
Cameron’s Emma Fielding mystery
books. She says the whole event was
unexpected!

Emma Fielding books in electronic format
(they’re out of print in paper). There’s
even a slight bump in purchases of her
(addictive!) action-packed urban fantasy
Fangborn books, featuring Zoe Miller,
werewolf and archaeologist.

Her agent was contacted by Muse Entertainment in August 2016, and by 2017 the
first movie (Site Unseen) appeared. The
second Hallmark movie was released in
January of this year. It’s based on Past
Malice, the third book in the series.

A surprise bonus to this experience was
Dana’s visit to the set in Victoria, B.C.,
where she met the cast and crew. Dana
says, “I was struck by how much it felt like
a dig. Tents, by the water, with rows of
neat excavation units—and it even
smelled like dirt, because they’d dug out
the units that morning. It started to rain
while they were filming, and I instinctively
started to get up—when it rains on a site,
the first thing you do is make sure the
notes are safe and cover the units. My
husband put his hand
on my shoulder to
remind me that this
wasn’t a real site, and
I wasn’t digging on it!”

For those unfamiliar with the books, archaeologist Emma Fielding investigates
mysteries of the past and present on her
digs around the world. A member of this
profession, Dana’s drawn on her own
experiences to add atypical elements of
realism and depth to these stories.
Dana’s very pleased with the conversion
of the series to film. There were a few
differences. Most noticeably, the married
Emma of the books became single on the
small screen. The important thing, Dana
says, was the movies maintained Emma’s
dedication to science and logic, her
friends, and family.
Some authors question whether televising
their works can boost book sales. In her
case, Dana notes the Hallmark movies
led to a noticeable increase in sales of the
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Dana Cameron, above, and a
Hallmark movie based on her
first book in the Emma Fielding
series.

See Dana’s blog for
more wonderful descriptions and photos
of the shoot and to
keep abreast of her
publications and movies.

